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“Who wants transparency when you can have magic? Who wants prose when you can

have poetry?” Words muttered by the Duke of Windsor Prince Edward, in Netflix’s hit show

The Crown (2020). Prince Edward famously became one of the shortest-reigning monarchs in

British History, when he voluntarily abdicated the throne after the British government, public

and the Church of England disapproved of his marriage to American socialite and divorcee,

Wallis Simpson. Prime Minister Stanley Baldwin had expressed at the time that he and the

British government believed that Simpson was simply not fit to be the next Queen of England.

The decision to leave the Royal Family followed them for the rest of their years, with Prince

Edward harboring much resentment towards his family for the manner in which he was ousted

out of the public eye. Today, the Royal Family continues to spark controversy and attention

from all around the world. The most recent and long-going controversy (being quite familiar to

Prince Edward’s experience), involved Prince Harry’s decision to marry American actress and

divorcee, Meghan Markle. Meghan Markle received harsh treatment from the British press that

prompted the couple to officially leave the Royal Family in 2020 and move to the United States.

Even though Markle and Prince Harry are no longer senior members of the Royal Family, they

remain victims of constant slander on social media and by the press, both in the United

Kingdom and the United States. In an interview with Oprah Winfrey, Markle said “If a member

of his family will comfortably say ‘We’ve all had to deal with some things that are rude,’ rude

and racist are not the same.” Prince Harry shares a similar experience to Prince Edward but,

society has advanced since the days of World War II. We live in a more globalized world and

traditions are being challenged. This is the first time a member of the Royal Family has married

a Black woman. Her heritage was allegedly a cause of concern for the Royal Family according



to Markle. Even in the United States, Conservative media continues to disapprove of Meghan

Markle, even though her decision to leave the Royal Family does nothing for the United States.

Her credibility is constantly being questioned when she speaks up about racial issues and mental

health in relation to her experience in the Royal Family. The monarchy has historically always

had strict, conservative criteria for their members and many people believe Meghan Markle

does not fit that criteria but, why is that? This paper applies the Priming and Framing theory to

help explain how mental health and race are framed relating to coverage on Prince Harry and

Meghan Markle.

The Framing Theory was first introduced by Erving Goffman in the 1970’s. The theory

was first introduced in Sociology but was renewed to be applied to Communication Studies.

Communication Theory defines Framing as “the idea of how media base an event or an issue

within a particular field of meaning which plays an important role in people’s decision making

procedure.” Media can be framed diplomatically and let the public form their own opinion on an

event. Biased media can influence the public by negatively framing an event. Prince Harry and

Markle are not the first people to be subjected to clickbait stories on them but companies like

The Daily Wire and Fox News have attacked the couple through clickbait articles that arguably

frame the couple in a negative light.  An article on The Daily Wire titled, “Harry, Meghan

Markle Admits to Falsehood in Oprah Interview,” the article is framed with a clear bias towards

disdain for the couple. The “falsehood” they are claiming involves a minor detail from the

interview about the day the couple actually got married. The article goes on to say the couple

has received massive backlash for the interview because of the discussion of racial and mental

health issues. Yes, the couple did receive backlash but, the couple was also applauded by many

people on the news and on social media. This was the first time a member of the Royal Family



spoke about these topics so openly and that resonated with many people watching. There is

another article from DailyWire titled “Even Michelle Obama is Taking Shots at Meghan

Markle.” The article used a clickbait title to imply that Michelle Obama was attacking Meghan

Markle for the interview with Oprah. After reviewing the article, it is clear that Obama never

took direct “shots” at Markle like the headline suggests, but rather how difficult it is to be in the

spotlight and how it is not for everyone. Obama also goes on to defend Markle about the racial

issues discussed in the Oprah interview. The DailyWire and Fox News are examples of biased

framing that does not properly tell a story. A textual analysis can be done of news coverage

made about the Oprah interview and the recent death of Prince Phillip. We would look at how

mental health and race were framed related to both events. A textual analysis is important in

order to see what factors play into how a news organization covers the Meghan Markle and

Prince Harry controversy. The controversy has become a matter of politicization in the United

States, with a clear distinction between how stories are framed amongst political affiliations.

Our textual analysis will help us see why that is the case and what could be done differently.

Priming theory, created by Iyengar, Peters, and Kinder in 1982, is considered the

predecessor of agenda-setting. This is a concept in which the media effects among individuals

are enhanced by providing a basic perception that human minds make decisions based on the

preconceptions that are already stored in their memory. Prince Harry and Markel have been in

the spotlight for the past few years, more so in recent months. Although their decisions don’t

affect the American population, the media is quick to make them the center of attention. Not to

get this confused with the royal family, it’s primarily Prince Harry and Markle.

Recently, Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, passed away however, his death was tied

back to the couple. Fox News’ Brian Kilmeade said that “here he is trying to recover, and then



he gets hit with that,” regarding the interview they did with Oprah. Prince Philip had been in

and out of the hospital for the last few months, so to say that this interview was possibly the end

for him seems rather stretched. Kilmeade mentioned reports of Prince Philip being “enraged”

following the interview, but he was also assuming based on his preconception of the couple. Fox

News has not been shy in the coverage of them, especially with Markel. With headlines such as

“Meghan Markle will likely never return to the U.K., author claims,” and “Brits won’t welcome

Prince Harry home, says Brexit leader Nigel Farage,” it’s clear to see they are a popular topic.

While news as such is constantly being reported, it’s more likely to create an impact than the

less prominent news coming afterward.

To read a headline that accuses you of someone’s death seems mentally and emotionally

damaging, and mental and emotional health is something the couple has recently spoken

publicly about. In an article by Natalie Shure for The Soapbox, it’s mentioned that Harry

“suffered the traumatic loss of his mother… and has been open about his struggles since,” and

Markle experienced “suicidal ideation as tensions mounted with the royal family.” She stated

that she tried to seek help from the family and “the institution,” however it was not something

given, and receiving outside help for her mental health was “not a conversation to be had.”

Though, people were quick to pick them apart for their comments on mental health. Individuals

found it difficult to have sympathy for them as they spoke about this topic while sitting at a

million-dollar home with Oprah. Piers Morgan, the now-former television host of Good

Morning Britain called her story “vile, destructive, self-serving nonsense.” Morgan accused her

of lying by saying “I don’t believe a word she says,” and “I wouldn’t believe her if she read me

a weather report.” This comment makes headlines and creates discussion of if anyone believed

her, eventually this makes way to the states, and Fox News host Tucker Carlson sides with



Morgan. Carlson referred to the couple as “Prince Whatever-His-Name-Is and his angry wife

from Los Angeles.” Former Fox News host Megyn Kelly, and reality television personality

Bethenny Frankel were two more that showed no sympathy.

The conversation of mental health has risen in the past few years, but when the word

‘suicide’ is mentioned, the conversation seems to end. Markle has a big platform, that regardless

of the negative comments, she could use to decrease the stigma surrounding mental health if she

continued to speak about it. When it comes to communities of color, they generally face greater

obstacles regarding mental health. According to Mental Health America Incorporation, the

Black community experiences greater rates of anxiety and depression. Although given this

statistic, this community struggles to receive basic and mental healthcare rights, and Markle

described struggles that those of color have experienced and can relate to. “That’s the sad irony

of the last four years, I've advocated for so long for women to use their voice, and then I was

silent,” said Markle.

Our theories, framing and priming, give proof that media can have a major effect on

mental and emotional health. It’s clear to see that although they might be in the spotlight and

have been for years, those viewing headlines or forming opinions on their actions are never

going to know what’s going on behind closed doors. Regardless if they rejoin the royal family

again or choose a royal pathway, the couple will continue to make headlines, whether it’s

concerning their departure or separate lives.
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